Although psychologists have since pointed out that many of the alarmin# inferences drawn from these findings were wholly unwarranted and due to misinterpretation, and although to the writer, the tests when carefully analysed merely prove that average people have average intelligence, nevertheless, the very suggestion that half of us might be In the industrial colonies, for example, the girls not only live in a group but work in a group. Under supervision they can go to work in a group and return in a group. Their amusements can be planned in the same way. The girls, who need it, can in this way have very strict supervision. ' 'What is the use,'' it may be asked, "of colonising girls who are bound to fall into difficulties as soon as supervision is relaxed ?'' To that question the answer lies in the still virgin field ?f personality adjustment. Empirically, however, it has been demonstrated in the colony work, that once a girl successfully falls into the colony regime, she is likely to become stabilized by it. Give a troublesome girl of this type good home training such as the colony offers, kindly oversight, companionship with her peers, wholesome recreation, and a chance to be herself; put her at a job that demands her steady attention seven or eight hours a day; let her begin to feel her productive potentialities by a record of steady weekly earnings; have her open a personal savings account and buy some nice clothes with her own earned money; see that she stays faithfully at it for six months, a year, or two years; and an entirely changed girl is likely to result. From such a regime, self-esteem and the desire for the esteem of others are apt to replace former motives. Such results have not been infrequent occurrences in the colony work.
The records of many individuals who have gone out from the colonies into the community show very plainly the extent to which the colony training has been helpful in the making of occupational and social adjustments.
The parole plan as carried out at Waverley is now being quite generally adopted at all the forward-looking institutions for the feebleminded in this country. The colony plan as developed at Rome has been observed with great interest but has as yet not been widely followed. There are some indications, however, that it will be taken up elsewhere. 
